
INAP OpCom Meeting 
May 22-23, 2013 
Santiago, Chile 

 
Participants – May 22:  Caius Priscu – Anglo American, Stephen Foot – Antofagasta Minerals, Claudio 
Andrade - Barrick, Guillermo Aguirre – Barrick, Benjamin Wither – Barrick, Brett Waterman - Freeport,  
Dean Williams – Kinross, Mike Creek – Newmont, Bruce Kelley – Rio Tinto, Dennis Schubbe – Twin 
Metals, Terry Chatwin – INAP, Andrea Chatwin - INAP 

Note:  The INAP OpCom Meeting held in Santiago was one of the more fruitful meetings we have had, 
and I would like to thank all those who participated in person and via phone.  I give special thanks to 
Stephen Foot and the Antofagasta Minerals Company for their excellent hospitality.  During the meeting, 
we had a number of tasks defined and scheduled with adequate support, which are list below: 

 Soil Covers in Temperate Regions Investigation proposal – Mike O’Kane 
 Sulfate removal from Mine and Process Waters Workshop – Feb 2014 in SLC, UT 
 Develop a INAP Risk Review Program - OpCom 
 Technical Review of GARD Guide Spanish Translation with Technical Glossary 
 Expanding GARD Guide use through internet training – Terry Chatwin 
 Translate EduMine Course to Spanish – Terry Chatwin 
 Publish simplified GARD Guide for communities and first nations – Terry Chatwin 
 OpCom Meeting – Dec 2013 in Reno, NV with GARD Guide papers or short course 
 OpCom Meeting – April 2014 in Tucson, AZ with Freeport pilot plant tour  
 Planning sessions for 10th ICARD in Santiago, Chile with integration of IMWA 
 Support of Animas River Stakeholders for ARD remediation – Terry Chatwin  
 Planning of INAP Risk Review Guidance – Rio Tinto  
 Re-instatement of INAP Champions - OpCom 
 Organization of INAP Emeritus Group – Terry Chatwin 
 Organization of INAP Biogeochemical Advisory Committee – Claudio Andrade 
 Preparation of INAP Waste Management & ARD Mitigation Case Studies - OpCom 
 Develop LinkedIn Forum for ARD Prevention – Caius Priscu 
 Perform INAP Stakeholder Mapping Exercise – Dean Williams/Terry Chatwin 
 Draft GARD Supplements for Management and Exploration – Claudio Andrade 

 
Thanks again for all of your support and efforts.   -  Terry Chatwin 
                                                                          
Welcome:  Dean Williams welcomed all participants to the meeting and each participant introduced 
himself 
 
Re-instatement of INAP Champions:  Bruce Kelley 
Following the INAP Strategic Planning Meeting in November 2012, it is clear that INAP has much to do in 
the next year or so.  Noting that the OpCom company representatives are very busy with their company 
responsibilities, Terry has been reluctant to engage them in INAP work.  Hence, INAP’s traditional 
approach of having member company OpCom representatives act as project champions for each INAP 
project has not been implemented during the last two years. 



This approach is not ideal if INAP is to sustain a comprehensive set of projects.  It has the dual effect of 
slowing INAP projects and lessening engagement of the OpCom members.  A compromise solution is 
required. 

It is proposed that the concept of INAP project champion effort be re-instated. The issue of how to 
manage this effort still remains. Rather than rely on just OpCom members to manage these projects, it is 
recommended that management responsibilities be extended as follows: 

 The first approach should be to get INAP company members to nominate a project champion.  
In effect, this ensures that there is someone at the OpCom level with the accountability to 
progress a particular project.  As a first step, the project list should be reviewed by the OpCom.  
Where a company has an interest in managing a project, it should register its interest with the 
INAP Technical Director. 

 Project management should not be restricted to the OpCom member.  It could be extended to 
someone else within the company, as long as the OpCom member can oversee the work and be 
sufficiently informed to be able to report on progress at OpCom meetings. 

 In the event that a company project manager cannot be found, but the work is deemed worthy 
of progressing, then a second approach might be to use Global Alliance members as the project 
champion/resource under the leadership of an OpCom member. 

 
So in summary, the idea would be to have an OpCom Champion for each project but support them 
through either one of the company team members or perhaps a GA member. 
 
Risk Review Process:  Bruce Kelley 

 Rio Tinto developed a screening tool in 2003 which is used throughout the company 
 It is an internal audit using both company staff and external experts. 
 It is diagnostic and uses protocols which correlate to closing costs. 
 High risks found = high costs 
 Rio Tinto is willing to share this screening tool with INAP so that member companies can employ 

it with their existing internal audits. Members also noted a particular interest in the hazard 
screening tool that Rio Tinto has developed. 

 Input from other companies is welcome 
 

Reduce Water Treatment Costs via Bi-Product Recovery:  Freeport – Brett Waterman 
 Brett presented an excellent overview of the bi-product recovery program at Freeport 

McMoRan.  
 He stated that the Freeport McMoRan pilot plants would be available for a plant tour by INAP 

members. 
 One smelter site is removing zinc and cadmium.  The extracted zinc is sold. 

o Influent 100-300 gpm containing Zn/Cd 
o Bi-product stream contains 48% Zn and 6% Cd 
o Product sold at $0.15/lb. 

 Sierrita has three pilot plants, which were designed to treat contaminated water.  Two plants 
are operational, and the third plant will begin start-up in August 2013. 

 
 Ion Exchange Plant 

o This plant utilizes cation and anion exchange resins to primarily remove sulfate from 
water.  A stoichiometric amount of calcium is also removed from solution. Sulfuric acid 
and calcium hydroxide are used to regenerate the resins.  The plant produces solid 



gypsum as a final product.  This plant utilizes SulfIX (originally GypCIX) technology 
advanced by BioteQ from Vancouver, BC. 

 
 Bio-Sulfate Plant 

o The Bio-Sulfate plant is designed to remove sulfate from water using two bioreactors.  In 
the first bioreactor, hydrogen in conjunction with sulfate-reducing bacteria convert 
sulfate ions to hydrosulfide (HS-).  The hydrosulfide is then converted to elemental sulfur 
utilizing sulfur oxidizing bacteria and air.  Both reactors generate alkalinity causing 
calcium to be precipitated as calcite.  This technology was developed by Paques BV in 
the Netherlands. 

 
 Sequential Metals Extraction (SME) 

o The purpose of the SME plant is to recover metal values during water treatment of 
copper leach solutions. The SME plant converts base metals to sulfides or hydroxides by 
addition of sodium hydrosulfide and/or sodium hydroxide.  Metals are precipitated in 
four stages to produce copper sulfide, zinc/cadmium sulfide, iron/aluminum hydroxide 
and nickel/cobalt sulfide.   Other forms of sulfide can be used to precipitate the metals 
sulfides such as hydrogen sulfide or calcium hydrosulfide. 

 
 Brett stated that his presentation was not presently available, but that Dan Ramey may release 

a portion of the report in the future.  
 Terry will contact Dan to determine when a partial release may be approved.  

 
Invited Presentation “Covers in the Arctic Regions”:   Mike O’Kane via conference call 

 Presentation of the same title has been distributed via separate e-mail. 
 Follow-up discussion on preparing a Temperate Regions Covers Investigation. 
 INAP needs to initiate regional cover guidelines. 
 Climate change is causing issues with covers. 
 Cover systems need to be discussed in the context of mine closure planning. 
 Establishing cover system design is critical.  

o Closure Objectives 
o Closure Criteria 
o Closure Measures (or Design Criteria) 
o Performance Monitoring (measured against objectives and criteria) 

 Understanding of site-specific climate conditions. 
o On seasonal basis (at least) not annual basis.   
o Preferably on a monthly basis or more often 

 Landforms and cover system design and performance are strongly linked. 
o Focus on setting attainable objectives and meeting them. 
o Recognition that landscape is dynamic. 
o Aim for a landscape that is well built. 
o Design & construct a landform based on prevailing climate and materials. 
o Landform based cover system performance. 
o Net percolation, oxygen ingress, runoff, etc. 

 Link physical and biological performance. 
o Remains (INAP 2003) as a key facet of cover system design and performance that is not 

properly understood/applied. 
 Cover system construction (quality assurance and quality control). 

o Importance of this aspect for achieving design criteria (closure objectives). 
 Development of a technical advisory team that can function and work together. 



o Smaller focused team – around 10 people. 
o Will require integrated conference calls, and at least 4 to 6 face to face meetings. 
o Will require at least one, if not up to two years to complete document. 

 Look for sites where you can gather information – case studies. 
 Design for 100 years with a 1-1000 chance of impact. 
 Cover monitoring is essential. 
 Poor civil engineering and construction of earthworks can cause cover issues (QA/QC) 
 The Whistle Mine in Ontario, Canada and Mt. Whaleback in Western Australia are potentially 

good case studies. 
 
Waste covers, liners and repository designs:  Dean Williams 

 Much interest in covers industry – world-wide studies of other climates and regions are 
imperative 

 Guidelines may become mandatory – especially in developing countries 
 Developed as “Best Practices” or “Centers of Excellence” 
 INAP could provide screening tool or “questions to ask” 
 Develop a database of cover systems 
 Start with establishing cover system design is critical 
 Terry will approach Mike for his input 
 Conference call at the end of June or first of July 
 May lead to up-date of GARD Guide cover chapter  

 
Case Studies:  INAP members 

 Mike Creek –Newmont:  Rain Mine - the perfect storm.  Presentation may be made available. 
 Dennis Schubbe – Twin Metals:  reported on a mine they are trying to purchase that has water 

and stakeholder issues. 
 Bruce Kelley – Rio Tinto:  reported on Barneys Canyon, a closed gold mine near the Bingham Pit 

in Utah.  This mine has been closed for over 10 years.  The high-sulfide waste repository is 
covered with a water-sheading-soil liner and has shown no indication of ARD to date.  
 
He also said that Diavik program to manage country rock would provide an excellent case study, 
notably as the value of the project could be quantified.  The findings of the Diavik investigation 
team headed by David Blowes and partially supported by INAP was instrumental in reducing the 
Diavik closure bond by $41M CND. 

 INAP needs positive case studies on the web-site – just a short executive summary with 2 to 4 
pictures. 

 Stuart Miller (Australia) has offered to compile some case studies from his international 
experience. 

 Dean Williams reported that Kinross is managing legacy ARD near one of their mines in Brazil 
while still mining. 

 Claudio Andrade – Barrick:  reported that Johnny Zhan has case studies from Peru and Zambia. 
 Ask Global Alliance for case studies from their regions. 
 Is it possible to put conference presentations on the web-site?  Do we need permission?  

o Terry will verify this. 
 
INAP Budget Update:  Terry Chatwin 



 The budget and forecast for 2013 was read and accepted. 
o Move the Administrative Assistant position under the OpCom, not the Board. 

 
 
Participants – May 23 AM:  Caius Priscu – Anglo American, Stephen Foot – Antofagasta, Claudio 
Andrade – Barrick, Guillermo Aguirre – Barrick, Benjamin Wither – Barrick, Brett Waterman – Freeport,  
Dean Williams – Kinross, Bill Jones – Kinross, Mike Creek – Newmont, Bruce Kelley – Rio Tinto, Dennis 
Schubbe – Twin Metals, Terry Chatwin – INAP, Andrea Chatwin – INAP 
 
Carry-over Discussion from 5/22/13 

 Additional revenue could be available through workshops and courses. 
o Recent examples include: Elko, Reno, Thatcher and St. Paul. 
o Since mining industry is a major creator of ARD, INAP should continue to educate on its 

prevention and mitigation. 
o Mining companies are really waste management companies – the bulk of all mining 

materials handled are wastes. 
o Tie INAP workshops/courses to major conferences and satellite workshops 
o Tie INAP investigations with collaborative grants – utilize Global Alliance 

 Studies through universities can be slow in obtaining results. 
 INAP can move the research faster by using key people 
 Talk with vendors – possible link from the GARD Guide to products? 

 
 Project Levers for ARD/ML Decision Making:  Claudio Andrade 

 Power Point presentation will be sent separately 
 

Education and Capacity Building:  Terry Chatwin 
 With the GARD Guide, INAP has developed something of substance.  We should continue to use 

this to good advantage to promote INAP and ARD prevention. 
 Consider using retired professionals with a tie to INAP as resources. 

o Offer travel, lodging and conference expenses if, for example, they present at a 
conference in their areas.  

 Offer technical assistance, audits or risk analysis to INAP member companies. 
 Industry driven university courses. 

o EduMine GARD Guide course. 
 University of British Columbia and the University of Arizona are considering 

using the EduMine GARD Guide on-line course as part of their mining 
certification program. 

 Could EduMine advertise our short courses? 
 INAP could give training feed-back. 
 Link to EduMine on the GARD Guide web-site. 

o Rio Tinto has an on-line virtual “Rio Tinto college”. The College is made up of a number 
of Academies that cover a spectrum of business areas e.g. Leadership, Stakeholder 
Engagement, HSE, HR, Procurement etc. Could this model be applied to support INAP 
and the GARD Guide? 



 What competencies are desired?  The competencies should be aligned to 
business risk. Find appropriate curriculum/content and map it to these 
competencies 

 Delivery mode varies from interactive course, videos, webinars, through to face 
to face course. 

 Link training to social network. 
o Web-X courses or conferencing. 
o On-line special interest forums (ARD). 
o LinkedIn forums – Caius agreed to look into this for INAP. 
o Could INAP develop an ARD academy? How? 

 Bruce, Claudio and Dean volunteered to form a sub-committee for this activity. 
 Terry will set up a conference call. 

 Terry will check on a short course for the NWMA this fall in Reno. 
 Water course in Salt Lake City-Feb 2014, following the SME conference focusing on water use. 
 GARD Guide translations. 

o Executive summary is available in English, Spanish and French and is in the process of 
being translated into Turkish. 

o GARD Guide Spanish translation is completed and needs technical review 
 Benjamin Wither and Guillermo Aguirre from Barrick-Santiago volunteered. 
 Jacques Wiertz and his associates at the University of Chile have also 

volunteered to help review. 
 GARD Guide supplements. 

o Claudio Andrade agreed to work on supplements for management and exploration – 5 
pagers. 

 External audit groups, insurance – change of mind-set. 
 
Fostering Best Practice:  Terry Chatwin 

 Focused technical workshops. 
o April 2014 – INAP OpCom meeting in Tucson, Arizona to include tour of Freeport water 

treatment plants. 
o Short Courses in 2014 in Chile – Spanish GARD Guide translation introduction to the 

area. 
o INAP needs waste management standards of each company – please make available. 
o Is it possible for the GARD Guide course on EduMine to be translated into Spanish? 

 Terry will check with Simon Houlding. 
 Terry will set up a conference call with Mike O’Kane for the end of June. 
 Brett, Dennis and Mike agreed to be on a sulfate treatment committee which will have quarterly 

conference calls and then report back to the OpCom. 
 Emeritus Advisory and Biogeochemical steering committee (prevent, not treat) 

o Denis Kemp, Les Hewlett, Global Alliance members. 
 9th ICARD – biogeochemistry interest - include case studies on the web-site that 

use bacteria and other biogeochemistry methods. 
o Claudio has a project starting and will keep us abreast of technology existing and 

methods.  He will chair the biogeochemistry sub-committee. 



 
Stakeholder Engagement:  Terry Chatwin 

 Stakeholder mapping – Dean and Terry will focus on this via e-mail. 
o What is the objective?  Input from all.  

 Interest and influence – discover if there are others we can influence. 
 NGO’s, educational groups, governments. 
 Will revisit at next OpCom meeting and flesh out. 

 Promote the GARD Guide – train the trainers. 
o Guillermo and Ben agreed to help with this in Chile. 

 Global Alliance to support Case Study Compendium. 
 
Other Business:  Dean Williams 

 InnoCentive web-site - 10 years old.  
o Kinross owns an old underground mine with poor water quality in the Animus River 

basin. 
 Much effort has gone into improving the water quality and to prevent it from 

becoming a Super Fund site. 
o Stakeholder group is suggesting posting problem on the InnoCentive web-site, with a 

prize going to the person or group who develops a sound workable solution. 
 Kinross is committed to donate $7500. 

o INAP agreed to match Kinross’s amount contingent on detailed scope and selection 
criteria.  

o Should be posted by mid-summer. 
o Terry is proposed to be a reviewer of the entries. 

 
Upcoming OpCom Meetings 

 December 2-3, 2013.  Reno, Nevada, in conjunction with the NWMA 
 April 2014.  Tucson, Arizona, in conjunction with a site visit to Freeport’s water treatment plants 

 
 
May 23 PM - ICARD 2015 – Meeting with ICARD Organizing Committee 
   
Participants:  Caius Priscu – Anglo American, Stephen Foot – Antofagasta, Claudio Andrade – Barrick, 
Guillermo Aguirre – Barrick, Benjamin Wither – Barrick, Brett Waterman – Freeport,  Dean Williams – 
Kinross, Bill Jones – Kinross, Mike Creek – Newmont, Bruce Kelley – Rio Tinto, Dennis Schubbe – Twin 
Metals, Terry Chatwin – INAP, Andrea Chatwin – INAP, Jacque Wiertz, Carlos Barahona, Gonzalo Montes, 
Fernando Valenzuela, Christian Wisskirchen, Rebekah Zole, Rose Creek 
 
 ICARD 2015 

 Dates:  April 22-24, 2015.  Venue Santiago Sheraton 
 Preliminary time-frame: 

o Abstract submission:       March 10, 2014 
o Abstract review:               April 22, 2014 
o Full paper submission:    July 3, 2014 



o Full paper review:            August 18, 2014 
o Final paper submission:  October 1, 2014 

It was suggested that these dates are too far in advance.  Jacques said he would revisit them. 
 Gilles Tremblay called in to give his input and support to the Chilean group. 
 Committee needs to set up a web-site for ICARD. 

o Need to design a logo. 
o Terry needs to send INAP’s logo to Rebekah. 

 All papers must be submitted and published in English. 
o Would like INAP members to help with the review of papers. 
o 9th ICARD had 2 reviewers per paper; 75 reviewers total. 

 Need call with IMWA to answer branding questions – this is an ICARD conference put on by 
Gecamin which IMWA is attending – Terry will facilitate this. 

o Look at “Geo Montreal 2013” web-site for ideas. 
Copyright issues with IMWA – they need it for their publication.  ICARD doesn’t 
need nor want copyrights on papers – Terry will contact Adrian Brown. 
 

Action Items 
 Terry will approach Mike O’Kane to prepare a proposal to develop a study on Soil Covers in 

Temperate Regions similar to the Arctic region cover investigation presentation.  
 Terry will distribute Mike’s proposal and organize an OpCom conference call to discuss the 

proposal in late June or early July 2013. 
 Terry and the OpCom Sulfate Committee will organize a Sulfate Removal from Mine and Process 

Waters Workshop following the SME Annual Meeting – Feb 27, 2014 in SLC, UT. 
 Terry will organize a Technical Review of GARD Guide Spanish Translation with Technical 

Glossary – with support from Guillermo Aguirre – Barrick, Benjamin Wither – Barrick, Jacque 
Wiertz, Gonzalo Montes, Fernando Valenzuela.   

 Terry will contact Simon Houlding (EduMine) about translating the EduMine Course to Spanish.  
 Terry will contact ADTI and Engineers without Borders about publishing a simplified GARD Guide 

for communities and first nations.  
 Terry will organize the OpCom Meeting – Dec 2013 in Reno, NV with GARD Guide papers or 

short course with support from NWMA. 
 Terry will organize OpCom Meeting – April 2014 in Tucson, AZ with Freeport pilot plant tour 

with support from Freeport. 
 Terry will organize planning sessions for 10th ICARD in Santiago, Chile with integration of IMWA. 
 Terry will contact the Animas River Stakeholders about INAP supporting their ARD remediation 

challenge.  
 Terry will work with Rio Tinto to develop an INAP Risk Review Guidance and workshop.  
 OpCom will re-instatement the program of INAP Champions – OpCom. 
 Terry will work with Les Hewitt and Denis Kemp to organize an INAP Emeritus Group.  
 Terry will work with relevant GA members to organize an INAP Biogeochemical Advisory 

Committee – Claudio Andrade will chair. 
 Presentation of INAP Waste Management and ARD Mitigation Case Studies. 



 Claudio Andrade will prepare 5-page Draft GARD Supplements for Management and Exploration 
on ARD issues. 

 Caius Priscu will develop LinkedIn Forum for ARD Prevention.  
 Dean Williams will prepare first draft of INAP Stakeholder Mapping Exercise. 
 Terry will contact Adrian Brown, IMWA on INAP/IMWA integration on ICARD. 
 Terry will send INAP logo to Rebekah Zole. 
 INAP, GA, SANAP and Gecamin need to develop an ICARD Logo.  

 
 

 


